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HOW DO ATMOSPHERIC RIVERS FORM?

BY H. F. DACRE, P. A. CLARK, O. MARTINEZ-ALVARADO, M. A. STRINGER, AND D. A. LAVERS

Identifying the source of atmospheric rivers: Are they rivers of moisture exported from the subtropics or footprints left behind by poleward traveling storms?

Studies of heavy precipitation occurring in the winter over land in the midlatitudes have found that these events are almost always associated with extratropical cyclones (Lackmann and Gyakum 1999; Viale and Nunez 2011; Hawcroft et al. 2012). These heavy precipitation events often occur when warm moist air, located in the cyclone’s warm sector, encounters orography (e.g., along the west coast of the United States or United Kingdom), resulting in significant precipitation enhancement (Hand et al. 2004; Ralph et al. 2004; Neiman et al. 2008). These events involve a combination of large-scale synoptic and mesoscale processes in an orographic precipitation-enhancement mechanism known as the seeder–feeder mechanism (Bader and Roach 1977). In this process, precipitation from the cyclone’s upper-level cloud features (seeder clouds) falls through a lower-level mesoscale orographic stratus cloud (feeder cloud) capping a hill or small mountain and thus producing greater precipitation on the hill under the cap cloud than on the nearby flat land. While this mechanism does not change the total cyclone associated precipitation greatly, it can act to redistribute the precipitation and concentrate it over regions of orography. The effectiveness of the process depends on sufficiently strong low-level moist flow to maintain the cloud water content in the orographic feeder cloud and the continuing availability of precipitation from the seeder cloud (Hill et al. 1981; Browning 1990). In particular, moist air masses at levels below 1 km have been found to be critical to the moisture convergence associated with orographic precipitation enhancement in the coastal mountains of the western United States and United Kingdom (Smith et al. 2010; Neiman et al. 2011).

One common method for identifying these warm, moist low-level air masses is to detect filaments of high total column water vapor (TCWV) extending from the subtropics using satellite data. These 2D filamentary structures suggest long-distance, riverlike moisture transport and are routinely used as a proxy for identifying regions of strong water vapor transport (atmospheric rivers). High TCWV and strong low-level winds in the pre–cold frontal region lead to intense poleward moisture transport (Ralph et al. 2004, 2013) and have been associated with flooding in the United States and United Kingdom (Lavers et al.)
Trajectory case studies, however, have shown that atmospheric rivers do not represent true trajectories of water vapor transport (Bao et al. 2006). Rather, they depict the instantaneous position of corridors of enhanced water vapor in the portion of an extratropical cyclone known as the warm conveyor belt (Harrold 1973), which occurs near the leading edge of the cold front.

In a 23-year climatology of tropical moisture export, Knippertz and Wernli (2010) showed that trajectories that start south of 35°N largely recirculate toward the low latitudes before reaching the extratropics. Thus, while long-range transport of moisture from southerly latitudes can increase during atmospheric river events, the majority of precipitation in the extratropics is due to moisture evaporating at local or nearby latitudes (Sodemann and Stohl 2013). Any tropical moisture transport that does reach the extratropics appears to occur above the boundary layer and thus contributes to midlevel moisture (Knippertz and Martin 2007; Sodemann and Stohl 2013). Thus, although high TCWV bands appear to move and extend eastward in satellite animations, their leading ends are actually the manifestation of moisture convergence associated with warm conveyor belts that move with the extratropical cyclone (Bao et al. 2006; Cordeira et al. 2013).

To further elucidate the physical processes responsible for high TCWV band formation, Boute et al. (2010) performed idealized modeling of an extratropical cyclone. They found that moisture is evaporated from the sea surface and transported large distances within the boundary layer toward the base of the warm conveyor belt airflow. Horizontal divergence forced by boundary layer drag and large-scale ageostrophic flow transports moisture away from these regions, which maintains the saturation deficit, allowing strong evaporation to be maintained. This is a continual process occurring throughout the life cycle, ensuring that the base of the warm conveyor belt airflow always contains moisture (Boute et al. 2011). Thus, rather than consuming water vapor in preexisting high TCWV bands, as suggested by Zhu and Newell (1998), individual cyclones contribute to the formation and maintenance of high TCWV bands at the leading end by adding moisture accumulated ahead of their cold fronts (Bao et al. 2006; Sodemann and Stohl 2013).

Despite this, much published work on atmospheric rivers continues to assert that atmospheric rivers achieve their high water vapor content through direct transport from the tropics (e.g., Rivera et al. 2014; Rutz et al. 2014; Neiman et al. 2013; Wick et al. 2013; Dettinger 2013; Matrosov 2013; Guan et al. 2013; Kim et al. 2013; Moore et al. 2012). In this paper, we aim to illustrate the intrinsic role that extratropical cyclones have in atmospheric river formation. The misconception that moisture filaments are drawn into developing cyclonic circulations and that atmospheric rivers deliver large masses of warm, moist air directly from the tropics to the extratropics are addressed. Finally, use of the term “atmospheric river” as a suitable descriptor of these moist airflows is discussed.

In this paper, we will perform a kinematic analysis of the properties of a climatology of 200 extratropical cyclones and quantify the relative contribution of different processes leading to the formation of high TCWV bands in the atmosphere. This is achieved by calculating the water vapor budget for each cyclone in a frame of reference that moves with the cyclone. This allows us to determine how processes leading to the formation of atmospheric rivers evolve as the cyclone develops. Furthermore, tracking the cyclones relative to their time of maximum intensity allows us to composite the water vapor budget for a whole climatology of cyclones and thus generalize our results beyond individual case studies. This analysis quantifies in reanalysis data the role played by different aspects of the flow within extratropical cyclones in generating the features commonly identified as atmospheric rivers. It does not attempt to explain the dynamics of extratropical cyclones that generate the flows we have analyzed. For example, we consider the contribution of the horizontal convergence of the wind to the overall moisture convergence; this is equivalent to the role of vertical motion, which both generates and is enhanced by latent heating associated with cloud processes. Such feedback-driven enhancement is included in our analysis but is not isolated as a separate factor.

**METHOD. Cyclone tracking and dataset.** Following the work of Catto et al. (2010), we apply an objective cyclone identification and tracking algorithm (Hodges 1995) to fields from the Interim European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Re-Analysis (ERA-Interim) for the winter periods (December–February) of 1989–2009 (Dee et al. 2011). The temporal resolution of the data is 6 hourly. Tracks are identified using the 850-hPa relative vorticity truncated to T42 resolution (approximately 2.8°) to emphasize the synoptic scales. The 850-hPa relative vorticity features have been filtered to remove stationary cyclones (traveling <1000 km during their lifetimes) or short-lived cyclones (lifetimes < 48 h). Evaluation of the tracking algorithm, for a subset of the individual cyclones studied in this paper using high-resolution satellite data, can be found on the Extratropical
Cyclone Atlas (www.met.rdg.ac.uk/~storms). Dacre et al. (2012) (their Fig. 1) show the 200 most intense, in terms of the T42 vorticity, winter cyclone tracks with maximum intensity in the North Atlantic (70°–10°W, 30°–90°N), which are used in this paper. The tracks have significant poleward motion with an average meridional displacement of 20.3°N. The required fields are extracted from the ERA-Interim dataset along the tracks of the selected cyclones within a 1500-km radius surrounding the identified cyclone position on constant pressure surfaces.

**Water vapor budget.** To determine the relative importance of processes leading to the formation of high TCWV bands in the atmosphere, we calculate the individual terms in the water vapor budget for each gridbox column within the cyclone system (defined here as a region within 1500 km of the cyclone center). The cyclone center is defined as the location of the maximum 850-hPa relative vorticity value. The water vapor budget in a column of air is given by

\[
P - E = -\frac{1}{g} \int_{p_{	ext{top}}}^{p_{	ext{bottom}}} \frac{\partial q}{\partial t} dp - \frac{1}{g} \int_{p_{	ext{bottom}}}^{p_{	ext{top}}} \nabla \cdot (qu) dp,
\]

where \(P\) is the surface precipitation flux (kg m\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\)), \(E\) is the surface evaporation flux (kg m\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\)), \(g\) is the acceleration due to gravity (m s\(^{-2}\)), \(q\) is the specific humidity (kg kg\(^{-1}\)), \(t\) is time (s), and \(u\) is the horizontal wind vector (m s\(^{-1}\)). Terms on the right-hand side of the equation are integrated from the surface to 500 hPa as water vapor transport above 500 hPa is found to contribute only a small amount (≈1%) to the gridbox total, reflecting the decrease in specific humidity with height. Accumulated precipitation (P) and evaporation (E) are not available as analyzed fields in ERA-Interim and are therefore taken from short-range forecast accumulations. The ERA-Interim forecast estimates have previously been found to compare well to gridded gauge data (Simmons et al. 2010) and to the Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) combined satellite and rain gauge product (Hawcroft et al. 2012). During the first hours of the forecast simulation, the precipitation field is affected by spinup. Given the requirement to have 6-hourly accumulations centered on 0000, 0600, 1200, and 1800 UTC, the forecast periods utilized in this study are accumulations from 9 to 15 h and from 15 to 21 h for forecasts starting at 1200 UTC the previous day and from 9 to 15 h and from 15 to 21 h for forecasts starting at 0000 UTC the same day. Recent work indicates that the lead time used in this paper offers the best estimates available from ERA-Interim given the 6-hourly accumulations required for this study (de Leeuw et al. 2015). All other fields are analyzed as described in Dee et al. (2011).

The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (1) represents the vertically integrated rate of change of water vapor in the column \(dq/dt\). The second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (1) represents the vertically integrated divergence of water vapor from the column. Usually the negative of the second term is used and commonly referred to as the moisture flux convergence (MFC\(_{\text{TOT}}\)). The moisture flux convergence term in Eq. (1) can be split into two parts,

\[
-\frac{1}{g} \int_{p_{	ext{bottom}}}^{p_{	ext{top}}} \nabla \cdot (qu) dp = -\frac{1}{g} \int_{p_{	ext{bottom}}}^{p_{	ext{top}}} u \cdot \nabla q dp - \frac{1}{g} \int_{p_{	ext{bottom}}}^{p_{	ext{top}}} q \nabla \cdot u dp.
\]

The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (2) represents the vertically integrated horizontal advection of water vapor (MFC\(_{\text{ADV}}\)), and the second term represents the vertically integrated water vapor–weighted mass convergence (MFC\(_{\text{CONV}}\)). This term, of course, could also be written in terms of the water vapor–weighted vertical mass flux. In this paper, we will refer to these terms as the advection and mass convergence terms.

**CASE STUDY: 1 FEBRUARY 2002.** Synoptic evolution. To demonstrate the processes leading to the spatial distribution and transport of water vapor in extratropical cyclones, we first present the results for an example cyclone that caused flooding in the United Kingdom on 1 February 2002.

Figure 1 shows the track of an intense extratropical cyclone as it traveled northeastward from its genesis location in the North Atlantic to its lysis location in the Barents Sea. As it passed to the west of the United Kingdom, heavy precipitation associated with the cyclone between 0600 and 1200 UTC 1 February 2002 led to flooding in south Wales and Cumbria (regions of orography on the west coast of the United Kingdom). During this period, the cyclone was in its developing stage, reaching its highest 850-hPa vorticity value just south of Iceland.

Figure 2a shows the European Organisation for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites (EUMETSAT) infrared satellite image of the cyclone at 0600 UTC 1 February 2002 (−12 h on cyclone track; Fig. 1). At this point in the cyclone’s evolution, the cloud structure has developed into a spiral-shaped pattern, with high-level cold cloud (bright white on image) wrapping cyclonically around the low pressure minima at the center of the figure (933 hPa; Fig. 2b).
The cloud head is positioned along the boundary of two air masses, as represented by the occluded front in Fig. 2b, and the polar front cloud band is observed positioned parallel to the surface cold front. Scattered convective cloud can be seen in the air behind the cold front, where cold air is adected over a relatively warm sea surface resulting in convective instability.

Beneath these cloud features are regions of precipitation. Figure 2c shows the ERA-Interim forecast 6-hourly accumulated precipitation at the surface (centered at 0600 UTC 1 February 2002). The precipitation pattern shows a similar spiral shape to the cloud features. Over this time the heaviest precipitation (>6 mm (6 h)⁻¹) is located beneath the cloud head along the occluded front.

TCWV is a measure of the total amount of water vapor in the atmosphere. Figure 2d shows the instantaneous ERA-Interim TCWV. The highest values of TCWV are found in the cyclone’s warm sector (bounded by the warm and cold fronts). A region of heavy precipitation beneath the polar front cloud band at the southernmost end of the cold front is found within wrapping around the cyclone center. The column-integrated saturation shows a close correspondence with the cloud field pattern (Fig. 2a). Figure 2f shows the 500–300-hPa divergence field overlaid with 300-hPa wind speed isotachs. These fields give an indication of the large-scale environment in which the cyclone is developing. The cyclone is located in the left exit region of an upper-level jet, a favorable location for cyclogenesis, beneath a region of strong upper-level divergence.

Spatial distribution and magnitude of precipitation. In this section the spatial distribution and magnitude of precipitation and integrated water vapor transport (IVT) during the intensifying stage of the cyclone evolution is described. Figures 3a–c show the 6-hourly accumulated precipitation at three times during the development stage of the cyclone's evolution. Also shown in Figs. 3a–c are the positions of the surface cold, warm, and occluded fronts, plus the approximate location of the United Kingdom. The cyclone leading to precipitation and flooding in the United Kingdom...
on 1 February 2002 is a secondary cyclone (labeled “2”) forming on the trailing cold front of a preexisting primary cyclone (labeled “1”). Cyclone 2 is located in the eastern North Atlantic 24 h before maximum intensity. Cyclones with genesis in the east Atlantic are often rapidly developing secondary cyclones, with a strong diabatic component (Gray and Dacre 2006; Dacre and Gray 2009, 2013). Cyclone 1 is in its mature stage of development and is beginning to dissipate (as described in the 1 February 2002 case study section above). Both cyclones 1 and 2 are associated with high IVT values located ahead of and parallel to the respective cyclone’s cold front (Fig. 3d). The 250 kg m\(^{-1}\) s\(^{-1}\) IVT contour is shown for comparison with papers such as Rutz et al. (2014), which uses this threshold to define atmospheric rivers. In this paper, we have not used this threshold to delineate atmospheric rivers since, for this case study, the threshold identifies a region that encompasses both the narrow band of high IVT and the broader warm conveyor belt region, and as such the atmospheric river is not a subset of the warm conveyor belt (as suggested in the literature) but a much broader region. Figure 3b shows cyclone 2’s location 12 h later. It is now located closer to the United Kingdom and is more wrapped up, with a longer occluded front and a narrower warm sector. Again, high IVT values are found in the cyclone’s warm sector (Fig. 3e). However, it should be noted that while high domain averaged IVT is correlated with high precipitation totals (Ralph et al. 2013) the location of the heavy precipitation does not always coincide with the high IVT locations. The heaviest precipitation is often found on the occluded front beneath the cloud head in a region where IVT is low. Finally, Fig. 3c shows the location of cyclone 2 a further 12 h later, at the time of maximum intensity. By this time, the cyclone has traveled to the north of the United Kingdom and the precipitation along the occluded front is becoming less coherent. IVT in the warm sector has also been reduced (Fig. 3e). A third cyclone (labeled “3”) is forming on the trailing cold front of cyclone 2 and is tracking along the same path as cyclone 2 toward the United Kingdom.
In this case, therefore, the high TCWV band shown in Fig. 2d is associated with a family of cyclones all traveling along the same path. This results in multiple precipitation events over the United Kingdom; thus, flooding is exacerbated as the precipitation falls over already wet ground (Hand et al. 2004; Ralph et al. 2004, 2013). Furthermore, a secondary cyclone that follows in the footprints of a previous parent cyclone may profit from the high TCWV band created by the parent, leading to more intense precipitation in subsequent cyclones.

**Water vapor budget.** In this section, we now examine the individual terms in the water vapor budget equation in order to determine the sources of water vapor contributing to precipitation and transport of water vapor.

Figure 4a shows the surface precipitation flux at 0600 UTC 1 February 2002. This is the same figure as Fig. 2c but shown on a different scale with different units. (It is assumed that precipitation is at the same rate for the entire 6-h period.) Figure 4b shows the surface evaporation flux at the same time. There is widespread evaporation from the sea surface within the domain, although the evaporation fluxes are generally small (<0.2 × 10⁻³ kg m⁻² s⁻¹). The greatest surface evaporation at this time occurs in the cold sector immediately behind the cold front. Figure 4c shows the negative of the rate of change of water vapor in each column of the domain. As the instantaneous specific humidity is only available every 6 h from ERA-Interim, the rate of change of water vapor in each column is calculated using the instantaneous values 6 h prior to and 6 h after the time of interest. This results in a
Fig. 4. Cyclone-centered water vapor budget terms at 0600 UTC 1 Feb 2002: (a) precipitation [term 1 in Eq. (1): $P$], (b) evaporation [term 2 in Eq. (1): $E$], (c) vertically integrated rate of change of water vapor [term 3 in Eq. (1): $-\frac{dq}{dt}$], (d) vertically integrated total moisture flux convergence [term 1 in Eq. (2): $MFC_{\text{TOTAL}}$], (e) vertically integrated mass convergence [term 2 in Eq. (2): $MFC_{\text{CONV}}$], and (f) vertically integrated advection [term 3 in Eq. (2): $MFC_{\text{ADV}}$]. All figures have units of $\times 10^{-3}$ kg m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ and are overlaid with frontal positions.

A smoother field than would be calculated if fields at higher frequency were available. The dominant feature in Fig. 4c is the dipole of positive and negative values on either side of the cold front. This indicates that water vapor content decreases in columns behind the cold front but increases in columns ahead of the cold front in the warm sector.

The moisture flux convergence term can be calculated as a residual time-averaged value [using Eq. (1)] or as an instantaneous value using the instantaneous specific humidity and wind fields. Figure 4d shows the instantaneous moisture flux convergence, calculated using the system-relative wind fields (calculated by subtracting the system propagation speed from the absolute wind fields). Divergence of moisture occurs behind the cold front and convergence of moisture occurs along the frontal boundaries. The instantaneous moisture flux convergence is similar to that calculated using the time-averaged fields but the magnitude of the fluxes is larger. Averaging the instantaneous moisture flux convergence over three time steps (6 h prior to time of interest, time of interest, and 6 h after time of interest) shows that the difference in the magnitudes is due to the partial cancellation of positive and negative fluxes ahead of and behind the cold front as the cold front moves cyclonically (not shown).

We can split the total instantaneous moisture flux convergence into its convergent and advection components. Figure 4e shows the mass convergence term in Eq. (2) calculated using the analyzed fields. As expected, this field bears a close resemblance to the precipitation field in Fig. 4a, despite being an instantaneous field. Mass convergence ahead of the cold front leads to slantwise ascent, condensation of water vapor, and thus precipitation formation. Figure 4f shows the advection term in Eq. (2) calculated using the analyzed fields. Negative
advection of water vapor occurs behind the cold front as the system-relative winds advect relatively dry air behind the cold front cyclonically. Positive advection of water vapor occurs ahead of the cold front as the cold front sweeps high water vapor content into this region. The magnitude and extent of the negative water vapor advection region exceeds that of the positive water vapor advection region. This imbalance results in moisture accumulating along the cold frontal boundary. Thus, the relative motion of the cold front acts to form and maintain the filament of high TCWV values parallel to the cold front as the cyclone moves poleward. Thus, the separation of the total MFC into its convergent and advection components highlights the difference between the formation of the atmospheric river by advection of moisture and the large-scale mass convergence and ascent beneath the cloud head and along the occluded front. The total MFC or IVT cannot distinguish these two processes, which act in different parts of the cyclone.

To further illustrate this point, Fig. 5 shows the moisture flux calculated using the absolute winds and system-relative winds. Although the absolute flow suggests a strong flux of water vapor from outside the cyclone domain toward the cyclone center (Fig. 5a), the system-relative flux of water vapor (Fig. 5b) shows that this is not the case. As the cyclone travels with a speed and direction that is comparable to the wind speed and direction ahead of the cold front, the alongfront component of the system-relative IVT in this region is small and hence the water vapor flux toward the cyclone center is also small. Closer to the cyclone’s warm front, the system-relative winds gain an alongfront component before splitting into a cyclonic and anticyclonic branch as the airflow rises up over the warm front (this is identified as the warm conveyor belt airflow; Harrold 1973). Thus, in this region the warm conveyor belt airflow transports water vapor cyclonically into the cloud head and anticyclonically into the cloud shield. The reduced alongfront transport in this Lagrangian framework does not mean that there is no poleward transport of water vapor by the cyclone but that there is little poleward transport of water vapor into the cyclone system itself. Thus, instead of poleward transport occurring because of a direct and continuous feed of moist air from the subtropics to the extratropics (as suggested by the term “atmospheric river”), poleward transport is the result of a continuous cycling of moisture within the cyclone itself. Local convergence of moisture, occurring ahead of the cold front, provides a source of moisture at the base of the warm conveyor belt airflow, which ascends in a slantwise motion, reaches saturation, and forms precipitation. Subsequent convergence of

**Fig. 5.** Cyclone-centered water vapor transport at 0600 UTC 1 Feb 2002. Surface–500-hPa TCWV (kg m$^{-2}$), as in Fig. 2d, is overlaid with (a) surface–500-hPa moisture flux vectors and (b) surface–500-hPa system-relative moisture flux vectors. Both panels are overlaid with frontal positions. The black arrow head shows the direction of cyclone propagation.
moisture results in a continuous cycle; thus, the saturated air is formed by the cyclone and moves with the cyclone, leaving behind a footprint of where the cyclone has been as the cyclone travels poleward.

**Domain-integrated water vapor budgets.** Figure 6 shows how the domain-integrated terms in the water vapor budget evolve with time for the cyclone on 1 February 2002. The largest term is the domain-integrated precipitation. The precipitation flux increases during the first 24 h of the cyclone lifetime and peaks 12 h before the time of maximum intensity. After this, the domain-integrated precipitation gradually decreases with time. The next largest term is the domain-integrated evaporation flux. Although the evaporation flux is relatively small at each location, the domain-integrated value contributes significantly to the total water vapor in the atmosphere. The domain-integrated rate of change of water vapor is negative ($-dq/dt > 0$) throughout the cyclone’s life cycle, indicating that the water vapor leaving the cyclone domain, via precipitation and divergence, exceeds the water vapor entering the cyclone domain via evaporation and convergence. The domain-integrated system-relative moisture flux convergence is relatively small. For this cyclone, it is small or negative during the cyclone’s evolution. As only a small amount of water vapor converges into the domain at the start of the cyclone’s evolution, this implies that local sources of water vapor from within the domain dominate the contribution of water vapor available for cyclone precipitation.

Also shown in Fig. 6 are the terms that contribute to water vapor convergence. As expected, the domain-integrated mass convergence term is positive throughout the majority of the cyclone’s evolution. The domain-integrated advection term is negative and largely balances the local mass convergence term. For this cyclone, therefore, external sources of water vapor (>1500 km from cyclone center) contribute a negligible or even negative amount of water vapor available for precipitation formation. The dominant source of water vapor therefore comes from within the domain.

**CLIMATOLOGY OF 200 NORTH ATLANTIC CYCLONES.** Climatology: Domain-integrated water vapor budgets. Figure 7 shows the domain-integrated water vapor budget for a climatology of 200 extratropical cyclones. The individual terms in the budget are smoother than for the individual case study, but their relative importance does not change. As for the case study, domain-integrated precipitation dominates, peaking 12 h before maximum intensity. This is consistent with the results of Bengtsson et al. (2009). Evaporation also peaks 12 h before maximum intensity. The domain-integrated rate of change of water vapor is negative ($-dq/dt > 0$) throughout almost the entire period of the cyclone’s life cycle. The resultant moisture flux convergence is again small and slightly positive in the very early stages of development but becoming negative during the period of maximum intensification and decay.

Local horizontal mass convergence is positive throughout the entire cyclone life cycle and is responsible for transporting water vapor into the base of the warm conveyor belt. In a system-relative sense, water vapor is actually exported from the cyclone during the period of maximum intensification (36–0 h prior to maximum intensity) and during its decaying phase. Thus, the cyclone effectively leaves a footprint of high water vapor content air behind it as it travels poleward.

As a fraction of the total precipitation, external moisture flux convergence contributes a negligible or even negative amount to the vapor available for precipitation formation. These results are consistent with the results of Sodemann and Stohl (2013), who showed that during intense precipitation events in Norway <20% of the water vapor originated south of 50°N. Similarly, Knippertz and Wernli (2010), in a 23-year climatology of tropical moisture export, found that the contribution of tropical moisture to precipitation in the extratropical Atlantic was also below 20%.
Cyclones are identified and tracked in the ERA-Interim 1979–2009 reanalysis using 850-hPa relative vorticity. The individual terms in the water vapor budget equation are calculated for each of the 200 cyclones. Evaporation of water vapor from the sea surface, occurring mostly behind the cold front, contributes significantly to the total cyclone water vapor throughout the entire cyclone life cycle. The total cyclone-integrated water vapor decreases throughout its life cycle as the water vapor lost from the atmosphere by precipitation exceeds that gained via evaporation or water vapor convergence.

Water vapor convergence into and out of the system is negligible and even negative during the most rapidly intensifying stage of the cyclone evolution showing that water vapor is actually exported from the system leaving a water vapor footprint behind the cyclone as it travels poleward. To further investigate this, the local mass convergence and advection of water vapor flux terms are calculated. It is shown that, as the cold front moves cyclonically toward the warm front, causing the warm sector to narrow, local convergence of water vapor occurs along the cold front and is thus responsible for creating the band of high TCWV.

**DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS.** In this paper, we investigate the spatial distribution and transport of water vapor within a climatology of extratropical cyclones. The 200 most intense extratropical cyclones are identified and tracked in the ERA-Interim 1979–2009 reanalysis using 850-hPa relative vorticity. The individual terms in the water vapor budget equation are calculated for each of the 200 cyclones. Evaporation of water vapor from the sea surface, occurring mostly behind the cold front, contributes significantly to the total cyclone water vapor throughout the entire cyclone life cycle. The total cyclone-integrated water vapor decreases throughout its life cycle as the water vapor lost from the atmosphere by precipitation exceeds that gained via evaporation or water vapor convergence.

Water vapor convergence into and out of the system is negligible and even negative during the most rapidly intensifying stage of the cyclone evolution showing that water vapor is actually exported from the system leaving a water vapor footprint behind the cyclone as it travels poleward. To further investigate this, the local mass convergence and advection of water vapor flux terms are calculated. It is shown that, as the cold front moves cyclonically toward the warm front, causing the warm sector to narrow, local convergence of water vapor occurs along the cold front and is thus responsible for creating the band of high TCWV.

**Fig. 7.** As in Fig. 6, but for composite of 200 wintertime North Atlantic cyclones.

**Fig. 8.** (a) Schematic showing positions of surface fronts at successive 12-hourly intervals, starting at 0600 UTC 31 Jan 2002. (b) SSM/I (F13)-integrated water vapor on 31 Jan 2002 overlaid with 0600 UTC 31 Jan 2002 frontal positions. (c) SSM/I on 1 Feb 2002 overlaid with 0600 UTC 1 Feb 2002 frontal positions. (d) SSM/I on 2 Feb 2002 overlaid with 0600 UTC 2 Feb 2002 frontal positions.
Figure 8 is a schematic showing the relative positions of surface fronts and regions of high TCWV for the case study cyclone on 1 February 2002. The band of high integrated water vapor narrows as the cold front moves cyclonically toward the warm front, sweeping up water vapor as it travels. The location of the band of high water vapor travels farther from the cyclone center as the cyclone evolves because of the process of frontal fracturing. By the decaying stage of the cyclone evolution the band is >1000 km from the cyclone center. The filaments of high water vapor content seen in the Special Sensor Microwave Imager (SSM/I) satellite imagery represent the footprints left behind as the cyclone channels atmospheric moisture into a narrow band as it travel poleward from its origin in the subtropics.

This paper supports the conclusions reached in idealized and Lagrangian studies that local sources of water vapor are responsible for the formation and maintenance of bands of high TCWV found ahead of the cold front in the cyclone’s warm sector. Furthermore, it suggests that the filamentary structures of high TCWV are the result of water vapor export, resulting in footprints left behind as cyclones travel poleward.
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